Supply List
• An Art Journal (obviously)
•
• Acrylic paints in any colors you love + black and white; any brand
• Titanium white
• Mars or Lamp Black
• 3-4 of your favourite colors
• Acrylic ink in any color you love (Brands: Talens, Liquitex)
Tools to apply paint and ink:
• Flat brush 10mm
• Round brush size 2 or 4
• A Brayer
• Old credit card / plastic card
• Round stencil brush
• Old tooth brush
For collage making:
• Scraps of pretty papers (or use magazines such as
previous editions of Flow magazine)
• Matte gel medium Recommended brand: Liquitex
For drawing:
• Mechanical pencil / graphite pencil (HB or B)
• Black fine-liner 0,5 mm, suggested brand: Uni-ball eye fine
• White acrylic marker suggested brands: Posca or Molotow
To cut a stencil:
• Plastic sheets
• Sharp craft knife
• Cutting mat
An also:
• Small cup
• Paper kitchen towel
• Scissors
Optional:
• Stamps with repeat pattern or florals
• 2 tiny clamps to keep your journal open
My apologies in advance for any spelling mistakes. I am Dutch and English is not
my native language. If I wrote something silly please mail me at: info@bloknote.nl
Thanks a bunch!
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About Journals
In the video's I use a small, square journal by Seawhite of Brighton of 14 x 14
cm, but you can use any journal, as long
as the inside paper is nice, sturdy and
not too fragile.
I myself prefer journals with a good
quality, white drawing paper with a
weight of about 140 g/m2.

About Acrylics
Any brand of paint will do when you
start with art journaling. The cheaper
folk paints like Americana are actually
pretty good for art journaling because
they are a bit chalky!
You will see me using a brand called
ARA, which is a Dutch artists quality.
But any brand will do really. Amsterdam, Golden, Liquitex, W&N, etc.

About brushes
You do not need any expensive water
color brushes when you just start art
journaling. A cheap brush will do fine.
You can find cheap ones at dollar
stores. I even use old tooth brushes!
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About Stencil brushes
Stencil brushes are round, big sturdy
brushes that you use on stencils.
I love these smaller ones.

About Inks
Acrylic ink by for example Liquitex or
Talens are excellent inks.
In the video's I use neon pink, ultramarine blue, turquoise and red a lot. But
any 1 or 2 of your favourite colors will
do.

Acrylic ink
If you need to purchase an ink for this
workshop buy a pigment based acrylic
ink and not a dye based ink.
Dye based inks such as ecoline will give
beautiful bright colors (yummy!).
But they will also often frustrate art
journal beginners, for its colors tend to
bleed through any new layer.
So that is why I recommend acrylic
inks for this workshop, to keep this as
beginner friendly as possible.
(You're welcome!)
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About brayers
Brayers are actually quite specific art
tools that probably only few beginners
will own.
The reason why I use it in this workshop is because it is fun to play with
brayers. They will give you arty farty
textures in a sec. And that's what we
want, not?
Brayers (or "ink rollers") can be found at
most art and craft supply stores.

About the white acrylic marker
You can journal without it. Of course.
But there is something magical about
tiny white details on a journal page.
To me some tinry dots, doodles and
marks make all the difference. The difference is the detail, as I tend to say!

About the black pen
Most black fine liners do not fancy
mixed media techniques. But this Uniball eye fine rollerball does not mind a
background with acrylic paints, that is
why I love these pens so much.
Another black fine liner I really fancy is
a zebra brush pen fine, that does
amazing line work.
Any waterproof black liner will be worth
a try though, but be careful with wet
media, else you could ruin its tip.
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